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The issue is not the limits of airpower, the issue is the ineffective use of airpower. According to [The
Department of Defense's] own website, two B-1 sorties can deliver more ordnance than did all the
strikes from the aircraft carrier Bush over the last six weeks. Two F-15E sorties alone are enough to
handle the current average daily task load of airstrikes in both Iraq and Syria.
Wise analysts understand that those blaming airpower for not ‘saving Kobani’ are confusing the
limits of ‘airpower’ with the sub-optimization of its application. One can see [ISIS] tanks and artillery
. . . in the open on TV, yet the coalition forces for ‘Operation Un-named Effort’ are not hitting them.
Airpower can hit those targets and many others, but those in charge of its application are not—
that’s the issue—not the limits of airpower.
The airstrikes to date have been very closely controlled, tactical in nature, and reflect the way they
have been ‘metered’ in Afghanistan. The process that is being used to apply airpower is excessively
long and overly controlled at too high a command level. The situation in Iraq/Syria with [ISIS] is not
the same as Afghanistan with the Taliban. What we are witnessing now is a symptom of fighting the
last war by a command that is dominated with ground warfare officers who have little experience
with applying airpower in anything other than a ‘support’ role.
The situation requires a holistic, complete, air campaign, not simply a set of ‘targeted strikes.’ It
requires a well planned and comprehensive air campaign focusing on achieving desired effects at the
operational and strategic levels of war.
The coalition should establish 24/7 constant overwatch, with force application on every element of
[ISIS] leadership, key infrastructure, forces and personnel—apply unrelenting pressure day and night
on [ISIS] throughout Syria and Iraq. Airmen have the capacity, equipment, training, tactics, and
knowledge needed for this fight, but airpower needs to be applied like a thunderstorm, and so far
we’ve only witnessed a drizzle

